OLD DOMINION EMERGENCY MEDICAL SERVICES ALLIANCE INC.
1421 Johnston-Willis Drive
Richmond, VA 23235-4730
804-560-3300 • FAX: 804-560-0909
www.odemsa.vaems.org

STEMI Steering Committee
January 25, 2018 08:00am to 9:30am
Chair: Dr. Allen Yee, Regional OMD
Members and Guests Present: Anne Fereday, Joseph Ornato, Elizabeth Sears, Emily Mochan, Jeff Ferguson, Allen Yee, Matthew
Joseph, Michael Kontos, Greg Neiman, Justin Yarboro, Mike Harmon, Wayne Harbour
Conference Line: Jeff McPhearson, Karen Giles, Brad Taylor, Ashley Frazier
ODEMSA Staff: Jordan Rennie
Minutes Scribed by: Jordan Rennie
Materials provided: Meeting agenda, Reference Binder

Topic/Subject

Meeting Called to Order

Discussion

Meeting was called to order at 08:00am. Introductions were made and previous
minutes and agenda were approved.

Reports:
Hospitals
VCU Health

Greg Neiman reported some CE dinners. February 8th is a lecture on stroke care and
February 28th will be cardiac related. Dr. Kontos reported that they have had 70 to 80
ECMO patients. They are currently reviewing further data.

John Randolph Medical
Center

Justin Yarboro reported that they have a CE dinner on February 13th on airway
management. They have a SimMan to use. They also have a new helipad that will be
opening up in the next week or so. Finally, they have a walkway that was created for
Tri-Cities to the helipad there.
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Recommendations,
Action/Follow-up;
Responsible
Person
Motion: Anne Fereday
Second: Al Thompson
Vote: Approve previous
minutes and agenda
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Chippenham Medical
Center

Emily Mochan reported that they were recertified for their Joint Commission AMI
certification. They were also recently certified to receive LVAD patients. Brad Taylor
reported that they have construction coming to the ER that will affect ground
ambulances. However, there is a new EMS traffic flow and a trailer EMS room for the
time being.

Southside Regional Medical Reported that they had a survey for their chest pain and cath lab accreditation. They
Center
were reaccredited for both. Their EP Lab had an open house recently that went really
well. Jeff Mcphearson reported that they are having an ultrasound CE dinner with some
providers from RVRS coming down to do some training. They have a PHTLS class
coming up on February 3rd and 4th.
Bon Secours

Mike Harmon reported that the Central Virginia EMS Expo is upcoming on March 3rd
and 4th so please register. The new Short Pump Freestanding ER is set to open up April
1st.

EMS Agencies
Chesterfield Fire and EMS

RAA

Allen Yee reported that they have been really busy. They started a new recruit school
that will hopefully graduate in May or June.
Wayne Harbour reported that they started a new NEO class last week. They are
precepting 3 EMT-Is as they have recently started accepting Intermediates to staff ALS
trucks. Joe Ornato reported that they are working on a trans-nasal cooling technique
that is being reviewed for a pilot study.

Old Business:
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Mission Lifeline Action
Registry Data

Michael Kontos reported on data collected from agencies and hospitals that are part of
the Mission Lifeline Action Registry. He stated that there is a new collection form that
will be used to hopefully reduce some of the data collection hardships.

Hospitals Action Registry
Regional Reports

The group discussed at length their facilities Action Registry data. The facilities
discussed better ways to obtain data and improve reporting. One part of the discussion
was trying to improve EMS documentation of EKGs as a procedure and not in the
narrative. Documenting as a procedure allows for data collectors and QA/QI to pull
more accurate data. If EKGs are documented in the narrative it can’t be pulled. Jordan
agreed to ask PI their thoughts on improving this.

New Business:
Regional Imagetrend Data
for STEMI and Cardiac
Arrest

Business from the floor

The committee looked at data provided by ODEMSA on regional Cardiac Arrests and
STEMI with transport times averaged by planning district. Overall, the committee liked
the data but wanted to see if there could be any after hospital stay disposition data.
What interested the group was to see transport times in relation to post cardiac arrest
and post STEMI neurologic and cardiac status. Jordan agreed to ask the EMS
coordinators if they could get this data and would report to the group next meeting. Dr.
Yee asked for next time to see how many ECGs were obtained pre-hospital by planning
district. Jordan agreed to include this in the next report.
Allen Yee opened up a discussion on whether the committee wanted to skip the next
meeting in April and wait until July in order to have more Mission Lifeline Data. The
group agreed this would be ok.
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Next Meeting
Adjourn

July 26th, 2018 at 0800 am.
The meeting adjourned at 0904 am.
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